Natural orifice translumenal endoscopic surgery (NOTES).
Review of the application of natural orifice translumenal endoscopic surgery (NOTES) in human studies. NOTES presents the latest promising technology that allows new access into the abdominal cavity through a natural orifice for multiple clinical applications. It has generated excitement among physicians for a potentially scar-free surgery. Being in its infancy stage, the safety and efficacy of this technology must be studied with scrutiny. A PubMed search was conducted in April 2008 for "natural orifice translumenal endoscopic surgery" and for "natural orifice transluminal endoscopic surgery." The search was limited to articles in English and those regarding human subjects. The outcomes from the published case series show a level III evidence for the use of NOTES. However, human experience with NOTES is growing. Eleven articles involving human experience with NOTES have been published in 2007 and 2008. More studies are expected as the interest in this type of surgery has only just begun. NOTES is a promising new technology that needs fine-tuning before it is safely applied in the clinical setting. This highlights the need for further animal and human studies in well-controlled settings followed by industry trials and case series. The excitement about this new approach should be directed toward more training and more studies before larger clinical applications can begin.